
To start with you will be randomly seated at one of the four set tables and later on

moved from to another table, repeating that 2 more times.

At each table you will meet a different group of people, thus increasing the number of

people you will have the opportunity to interact with. By the end you will go through

four tables - representing the four topics of the day.

At each table the group will have 20 minutes to discuss a certain issue with the help

of the opening questions presented by a facilitator. Facilitator will also provide you

with highlights from the discussion of the previous group. After that you will be

teleported to another table to discuss another topic.

Feel free to bring in your points, your contexts, your concerns to the group.

Welcome to the World Café!

Table 2:

Joint

actions

Table 4:

Ways of

working
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Subgrant vs. ending subgrant -

as a national platform/member-

based organisation we need to

engage our members into

EUrodad - keep the level of

participation even without

subgrant for staff of platform,

but our members can be

enagend in their expert field.

Work with the

members of

members and

constituency.

Quick Guide to Zoom

1. BreakOut Groups teleportation.

2. Communicating with the host within BreakOut

groups. 

What in your opinion makes Eurodad a movement?

What are the shared values you feel in Eurodad? What drives you to join Eurodad?

How do you perceive the role of Eurodad for you as a member/ally? What kind of

leadership and self-organisation do you look for?

What kind of tangible opportunities would make feeling part of something bigger?

Table 3:

Movement

Building

“Act as a professional organisation, think like a movement” 

Faciliator:

Jana

Miléřová

Eurodad is

bringing

about a

specific

change.

To have a global

connections in

issues like

economic justice -

Eurodad is

providing that. 

Professional

support and

approach of

Eurodad to new

members - I do not

feel as the new or

small.

Action is the

base and range

of capacities - all

leads to some

change.

Openness,

suport to others

makes us

feeling part of

network.

To have a change at

global/EU level, we

cannot work without

a network, we can

contribute and

participate in

advocacy actoins.

As a national NGO we

will never be experts at

global/EU level

advocacy, but still we

have role as many

decisions are done at

national level. 

The relationship with

movements/networks in the

South - to make Eurodad part of

a global movement. The good

efforts are there, but we still

need to work on this

relationships, challenging for

small network - challenging to

be part of the global network.

active alliance,

cooperation with

movements in

developing

countries

Eurodad has a

specific focus

close for our

vision of

society.

Eurodad is still

new for us, to feel

as part - question

of time and our

capacities.

The issues of Eurodad

are not dominant in our

organisation, but we

appreciate that

Eurodad brings

together the experts

we could not access.

How to link the

national level with the

global/EU - it takes

some time to develop

the engagement and

knowledge also at

the national level.

We see the key

value the (Social)

justice as the value

in different

meanings

(economic, gender...)

What are the incentives

to be part of movement?

We need to find a

proper balance -

byrocratic vs. ability to

achieve our goals as a

member. 

How to be relevant for our

constituency - mainly youth,

and other new drivers in

society (even new innovative

business) - are we attractive

for them? How to build

constituency, not only

capacities?

Movement takes time,

we need to understand

that changing mindset

of people in e.g. private

sector takes time and

we are coming with new

issues.

Faciliator:

Zsófia

Miklós

Table 1:

Capacity

Building

Eurodad is a highly expert advocacy network of like-minded organisations

How to build capacity within the network on the long run?

How can Eurodad secretariat and network address them?

How to ease exchange of expertise between Eurodad members?

exchanging of expertise:

would be nice to have

exchange sessions (held

by old Eurodad experts

for new members OR

members of members)

engaging

continuously

with members in

person and

online it's an extra

challenge for

platforms to liaise

between their

members and

Eurodad

how to tackle with

the issues following

COVID with the

help of Eurodad

capacity building

focusing on more

specific issue areas

in the case of new

members (for them

it's more easy to get

lost between topics)

In terms of topic, the

Slovakian platform

would appreciate more

emphasis on climate

finance (likewise in

Slovenia and Bulgaria)

on the long run:

stay to the issues

that are key, debt,

tax, developm

(incl.

climate)finance.

having a regular way

of campaigning

together is always a

good way to

collaborate and

increase capacities

basic training on what

advocacy is? how to

frame the importance

of policy work and

related advocacy and

campaign work?

organising

sessions for

sharing both best

practice and also

what was not

successful

(campaigning)

Eurodad secreteriat's

assistance would be

helpful for national level

advocacy work (eg.

participating in meeting

with national decision

makers)

Topics,

thematic

areas

Engaging

members of

platforms

Proposals,

ideas

effective and fast

exchange and

communication

helps

having a map of

different factors

of platforms

would be useful

finding ways of

involvinig members of

national platforms (it's

partly the

responsibility of the

platform but Eurodad

could also help out)

as a platform, members

can be involved,

information received

from Eurodad can be

filtered based on

memebers' topics

Faciliator:

Nicola

Scherer

Through joint actions, members contribute to achieving international

policy goals, specified within Eurodad annual work plans,

and bring long-term change

What barriers or challenges do you see need to be addressed regarding your

engagement in joint actions?

What Eurodad can help you with to achieve your goals (in subgranting projects,

but also in the national advocacy)?

Who and how can one propose a joint action and to whom?

Monthly calls are

good could be

understand as

joined action –

knowledge

sharing.

Eurodad is a great

opportunity on

sharing knowledge

and work on joined

action.

Priorities: In order

to do joined actions

we need to know

each other, know

our priorities.

Clarify, what

do we mean

by joined

actions?

Eurodad’s political

agenda is not

priority in our

country's political

agenda (we are a

small country..)
Need for better

comunication +

priorities between

members. What are

common interests of

members?

Big challenge, a lot of

stuff going on, many

lists, a lot of

information, some

works streams are

not that relevant.

impossible to be in

everything, small

actionts (sign lletter)

ok, but advocacy is

difficult if there are

no resources.

KMP “work in

progress” could

be a working

space for

common actions.

Big challenge, a lot of

stuff going on,

 many lists, a lot of

information, some

works streams 

are not that relevant.

Faciliator:

Maruša

Babnik

Eurodad works through workstreams and uses several ways of communication.

What works for you while working with Eurodad policy teams?

Issues they should consider, knowledge you would like to offer?

What communication channels do you consider as effective for you to engage in Eurodad?

Facilitating

communication

between

members

longer f2f strategy

meetings (2-3 days) -

were in the past, now

missing them -

different than

coordination calls and

shorter meetings

member support

in all the calls,

follow up

conversations

are helpful :)

bilateral talks with

as many people as

possible directly -

work very well for

some

Listservs!

more people in

the org following

the same

listservs to not

miss things

networks

importance -

comms very

important, but

overloads - needs

to be clear,

highlight

positive experience;

expertise and spread

of the network; small

organisation strugling

with email exchanges

smtimes

overwhelming, but

have access to so

much info, events

etc. that is useful

older member experience: email

lists very useful; the most useful

tool; CFJ project with other ways

> always come back to the one

list like CSO for FFD list; global

debt solutions... shared between

the lists if intrested for more

group; overview of all the lists

and what is discussed there

restructure

for emails,

prioritise?

as a platform the

listservs is not

challenging - since it is

based on different

policies - can easily

appoint members to

specific listserv, when

they take on the topic

cross-

posting a

bit

confusing

getting engaged

by learning, doing

- through action

focused emails

Newsletter

useful

newsletters

a step in between -

comms on high

international level, we

miss a level between

that and national level ---

lose the why we should

be engaging in specific

actions.. 
add this connection

to the newsletter

- extra effort but

very welcome

Good morning note

from a newspaper -

with three most

important policy

highlights; in easy

language

proposal: introduction of a

policy newsletter - limited

to the topics; short (few

sentences), linking the

international level with

national (why it is

important for us to

engage)

In person meetings on

various policy areas for

the network

strengthening group

would be great! (We are

more and more lost in

zoom calls)

more structure:

sharing the annual

plan with

members, mix of

fixed and flexible

processes

it's hard to orient

yourself in many

different topics as a

newcomers,

capacity need is

different for them
learning by doing!

integrated capacity

building linked with

policy and advocacy

work (they do not

need to be separated)

distribution of summary

of different policy work

would be helpful for

new and older

members as well (short

bulletpoint list with

links)

sometimes lost

in the noise of

the mailing lists

- the ways to

approach this
proposal: introduction of

a policy newsletter -

limited to the topics; short

(few sentences), linking

the international level

with national (why it is

important for us to

engage)

introductory workshop

and toolkit on

advocacy and

campaigning

techniques would be

useful (sharing best

practice and what did

not work)

Decentralisation

and joint actions

that make change.

Common

values - e.g.

social

justice.

Challenges regarding joined actions

A lot of stuff going on, many lists, a lot of

information, some works streams are not that

relevant.

Impossible to be in everything, small actions (sign

letter) ok, but advocacy is difficult if there are no

resources.

Funding is crucial, it’s difficult for us if there is no

money to pay a person to engage in joined actions.

For beginners I’s hard to prioritise and hard to step

out, where to engage? how to say No (want to be a

good member)?

Where to exchange priorities and works streams

from our organisations? Monthly calls?

Need for better comunication + priorities between

members. What are common interests of members?

Clarity on where to find agenda/planning?

We can feel

equal in the

network  (not

according to

expertise) and

supportive.

Priorities for joined actions

Eurodad’s political agenda is not priority in

our country's political agenda (we are a small

country..)

Difficult to engage in EURODAD joined action

when the priority is different to your

organisation

Joined actions yes, but have to fit into our

work streams.

Proposal: more decentralisation, create a

space where member inform on their

priorities and let EURODAD secretary “pick”

what could be included.

Mix approaches: bottom up approach

(members propose joined actions) and up-

down approach (secretary propose).

Solutions and proposals

Clarify, what do we mean by joined actions?

For new members, monthly calls is a good solution to know

what is going on. - Monthly calls are good could be

understand as joined action – knowledge sharing.

Priorities: In order to do joined actions we need to know

each other, know our priorities.

Eurodad is a great opportunity on sharing knowledge and

work on joined action.

KMP “work in progress” could be a working space for

common actions.

Exchange on an ongoing campaign is a good way of

working together (example: global #Cancellthedebt

campaign; but should include “progress made on a national

level”).

Solution for “overload” of information: Structuring in

subtopics could be an option.

What we can offer

We have good access to ministries of foreign affairs and

MEPs in Brussels from our countries.

Main takeaway:

Need for space

to follow up and

go into depth for

joined actions

proposal: rules on

KMP - who can join

need to be better

communicated to the

platforms - e.g.

Eurodad wikipedia

different understanding of the

concepts

(accountability,.transparency, tax

justice.) - need to have

discussion on the concepts, how

to use them, best practices in the

west, recommendations for the

east

technical aspects behind the

policy recommendation, how to

campaign

longer f2f strategy

meetings (2-3 days) - past

practice dearly missed in

these times - very different

than having mostly

coordination calls and

shorter meetings; also in

terms of movement

building

May I take your order?

Your expectations for today...

Quick Guide to Mural

1. Use your name when joining. 

2. First stop: Zoom Settings bottom left (how to move

around and zoom in).

3. If seeing others move around is distracting to you

hide their cursors (hover over your initials on the

bottom).

4. Double click on a post-it to start writing. Double

click on a empty space to get a new post-it or select

from the menu on the left.  

What are you feeling?

Share an emotion with us.

Rapid review...

Come again!

We need to know what

kind of topics we want to

work on in Eurodad - we

need to prioritize

strategically, what we

want to achieve through

Eurodad as an

organisation.

Any member can

engage - do not be

affraid for the

professional/expert

standard.

What is the

merit of

movement and

how they are

successfull? 

policy

meetings's

language is

sometimes too

technical

social media

used for

campaign

information

General

comments

unknown

topics in the

region, but

growing

importance

need to address different

understanding of the concepts

(accountability,.transparency, tax

justice.) - need to have discussion on

the concepts, how  Eurodad defines

them, best practices in the west,

recommendations for the east

technical aspects behind the policy

recommendation, how to campaign on

them

+ no separation

between new

and older

members

30 minutes

reminder before

the virtual

meetings are

welcome ;)

We need to explain

better our (Eurodad)

vision to our

constituency/young

people - else we are

not able to engage

them. 

Improve the

connection between

the "West" and "East"

- we need to

acknowledge these

different these.

Idea: can we test the

collaboration between

Eurodad and some

real movement (e.g.

Fridays for Future) to

see how it could work?

Eurodad is a movement

in some issues where

the number of people/

campainging matters

and can have an impact

- e.g. in tax.

Decentralised joint actions -

encouraged by things at the

national level - we have

resources to unite like-

minded people, not only at

national level, but also

regional (with other

subgrantees/new members).

Eurodad

advocacy is

related to real

need of

advocacy at

national level.

Shared values:

knowledge on

different issues like

private sector, use

EUrodad work done

for our own opinion.

Listservs as

sharing the

knowledge and

improve the

collective one.

direct (bilateral)

communication

and direct support

would be good to

have

Communication

KMP

proposal: rules on

KMP - who can join

need to be better

communicated to the

platforms - e.g.

Eurodad wikipedia

KMP - section

with old

webinars and

youtube - very

useful

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-RWAVb4t60cbQuhXyrOlXE-P9T-T_sPjaGAC5Rv7Z9U/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-RWAVb4t60cbQuhXyrOlXE-P9T-T_sPjaGAC5Rv7Z9U/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd_ykyZ2hxUECkFRrTA9FJEESoaNCH6jEQYjOKMr_NzQ-te6g/viewform

